Performance of the "quasi-REML" method for estimating correlations between a continuous trait and a categorical trait, and between two categorical traits, was studied with Monte Carlo simulations. Three continuous, correlated traits were simulated for identical populations and three scenarios with either no selection, selection for one moderately heritable trait (Trait 1, h 2 = .25), and selection for the same trait plus confounding between sires and management groups. The "true" environmental correlations between Traits 2 ( h 2 = .10) and 3 (h 2 = .05) were always of the same absolute size (.20), but further data scenarios were generated by setting the sign of environmental correlation to either positive or negative. Observations for Traits 2 and 3 were then reassigned to binomial categories to simulate health or reproductive traits with incidences of 15 and 5%, respectively. Genetic correlations ( r g12 , r g13 , and r g23 ) and environmental correlations ( r e12 , r e13 , and r e23 ) were estimated for the underlying continuous scale (REML) and the visible categorical scales ("quasi-REML") with linear multiple-trait sire and animal models. Contrary to theory, practically all "quasi-REML" genetic correlations were underestimated to some extent with the sire and animal models. Selection inflated this negative bias for sire model estimates, and the sign of r e23 noticeably affected r g23 estimates for the animal model, with greater bias and SD for estimates when the "true" r e23 was positive. Transformed "quasi-REML" environmental correlations between a continuous and a categorical trait were estimated with good efficiency and little bias, and corresponding correlations between two categorical traits were systematically overestimated. Confounding between sires and contemporary groups negatively affected all correlation estimates on the underlying and the visible scales, especially for sire model "quasi-REML" estimates of genetic correlation. Selection, data structure, and the (co)variance structure influences how well correlations involving categorical traits are estimated with "quasi-REML" methods.
Introduction
Genetic and environmental correlation estimates between yield, health, and reproduction are essential for designing preventive animal health programs and selection strategies for sustainable animal production. They are also important in multiple trait genetic evaluations. Unfavorable genetic correlations between production and health traits and between production and reproduction traits for dairy cattle (Emanuelson, 1988; Mä ntysaari et al., 1991a; Simianer et al., 1991; Boichard and Manfredi, 1994; Uribe et al., 1995) and swine (Johansson and Kennedy, 1983; Lundeheim, 1987; ten Napel and Johnson, 1997) suggest that single trait selection for production is deteriorating the general health and reproductive status of many farm animal populations.
Often the categorical nature of health and reproductive data is ignored and parameters are estimated with one of several available multiple trait-REML software packages. In theory, these "quasi-REML" estimates should give unbiased genetic correlation estimates, and phenotypic and residual correlation estimates are underestimates for which correction factors exist (Gianola, 1982) . Literature results for correlation estimates involving categorical data with linear models are ambiguous (Olausson and Rönnin-gen, 1975; Mao, 1976; Vinson et al., 1976; Mä ntysaari et al., 1991b; Van Vleck and Gregory, 1992) and based on data simulations that omitted many details associated with farm animal population structures.
Field recording programs are often the only source for the large data sets required for accurate variance component estimation, but they present additional complications, among them selection and close associations between sire progeny groups and management groups. The objective of this investigation was to study the application of linear techniques to correlation estimation when one or both traits are categorical and the data are affected by selection and confounding between sire and contemporary group effects.
Materials and Methods

Monte Carlo Simulation
Observations on three traits, hereafter called Trait 1, Trait 2, and Trait 3, were simulated for a hypothetical animal population undergoing direct phenotypic selection for the moderately heritable Trait 1 (h 2 = .25) and indirect selection for correlated Traits 2 and 3 ( h 2 =.10 and .05, respectively). All three traits were simulated with phenotypic variance 1.0. All three genetic correlations ( r g12 , r g13 , and r g23 ) were .50, and residual correlations between Traits 1 and 2 (r e12 ) and between Traits 1 and 3 ( r e13 ) were set to .20. Two separate versions of each data set were created with the residual correlation between Traits 2 and 3 ( r e23 ) set to either .20 or −.20. The original continuous values for Traits 2 and 3 were then assigned to one of two categories, "0" (healthy) and "1" (diseased or affected). Threshold values between the two classes were chosen to give an incidence of 15% for "1" in Trait 2, and 5% for "1" for Trait 3. Values used in this simulation were based on the incidences and (co)variance component estimates for production and major disease traits in dairy cattle and swine as reported by Lundeheim (1987) , Simianer et al. (1991) , and Uribe et al. (1995) . Genetic parameters were deliberately chosen from the upper end of literature estimates to ensure that effects of selection on parameter estimates would be measurable.
Phenotypic values for the three traits ( y 1 , y 2 , and y 3 ) were generated with the linear model:
where cg 1i , cg 2i , and cg 3i are the effects of contemporary group for Trait 1 through Trait 3, respectively; a 1ij , a 2ij , and a 3ij are the effects of animal j in contemporary group i; and e 1ij , e 2ij , and e 3ij are random environmental effects associated with Traits 1, 2, and 3 measured on animal j in contemporary group i. Animal and residual effects in an unselected base population ( gen0) were sampled from normal distributions with the means set to zero and (co)variances set to the values necessary to obtain the heritabilities and correlations mentioned above. Contemporary group effects, cg 1i , cg 2i , and cg 3i , were set to zero in the base population. In later generations, cg 1i , cg 2i , and cg 3i were generated by sampling from a normal distribution with mean 0 and variance .10 although they were later analyzed as fixed effects. Correlations between cg 1i , cg 2i , and cg 3i were arbitrarily set to the same values as the correlations between e 1ij , e 2ij , and e 3ij . In gen0, 40 females were generated within each of 10 herds to fill a fixed herd size that was not changed during the rest of the simulation. Females remained in their herd of origin. Fifty base population males were generated in a separate contemporary group with the level of that effect set to zero. They were then ranked on their phenotype for Trait 1 and divided into two fractions; the 15 best were designated as elite reference sires, and the rest were assigned to a pool for use as herd sires. In each herd, two reference sires were randomly selected with replacement from the elite sire group and each mated at random to five of the 10 best females. The herd sires were randomly selected without replacement from the herd sire pool and each mated at random to 10 of the remaining 30 females that were not mated with reference sires.
Selection was simulated for five generations ( gen1 to gen5) to allow a genetic variance to stabilize after the effects of gametic disequilibrium expected in the first selected generations. In each generation, the entire male population was accumulated over all herds and all preceding generations and ranked on phenotype for Trait 1. Fifty sires were then selected on phenotype for Trait 1 and divided into reference and herd sire fractions for use as in the base population. Simultaneously, in each herd, the 40 best females from the herd's entire female population accumulated over the preceding generations were selected to be the dams of the next generation on phenotype for Trait 1. Of these, the best 10 were reserved for mating with elite reference sires, and the rest mated with sires from the herd sire pool, as was done in gen0. Females were not allowed to mate with males from their own herd of origin.
In each new generation, herds were assigned new contemporary group effects; cg 1i , cg 2i , and cg 3i . Records for three progenies per mating were created by summing newly simulated effects for contemporary group, animal, and residual as in gen0. Random animal effects for all three traits were generated as a i = Øa si + Øa di + f i , where a si and a di are the animal effects for the individual i's sire and dam, respectively, and f i is a normally distributed Mendelian sampling term generated independently of the sire and dam of individual i with mean zero and variance . The Øs a 2 variance of the Mendelian sampling term was not reduced due to inbreeding. Each new individual was then assigned a sex, with an equal probability of becoming either a male or a female.
In all, 450 base population animals were generated in gen0 and 6,000 animals were produced from mating in gen1 through gen5. Although most of the parents for any given generation came from the two preceding generations, enough parents came from earlier generations that sire and dam generations can be considered cross-classified for practical purposes. Thirty separate populations were replicated for each set of parameters. The phenotypic mean of Trait 1 increased by roughly one SD unit between gen0 and gen5, averaged over the 30 replicates. These data sets are from now on called the "selected" data sets.
To isolate the effects of selection on parameter estimation, unselected control data sets with the same data structure were generated. This was done by reading in the animals, their pedigrees, and contemporary groups from the selected data sets and regenerating cg 1i , cg 2i , and cg 3i ; a 1ij , a 2ij , and a 3ij ; and e 1ij , e 2ij , and e 3ij . To maintain the genetic relationships between parents and offspring, a i for gen1 to gen5 animals was regenerated as Øa si + Øa di + f i as described above. These data sets will be designated the "unselected" data sets.
Data sets with identical relationship structures and selection but with confounding between 75% of the contemporary groups and a single paternal half-sib group were created from the simulated selection data sets. The following method was chosen to preserve the original relationship structures and selection intensities. Each contemporary group that originally consisted of observations on 120 offspring from 40 dams was further divided into four smaller contemporary groups of 30 observations on the offspring of 10 dams. The divisions followed the use of sires so that three out of four groups contained offspring from only one herd sire, and, by that, were totally confounded. The remaining contemporary groups each had offspring from two reference sires, half of which were represented in two other contemporary groups. The animals with records made in this 25% of the contemporary groups are expected to be genetically superior to the remaining 75% because their parents came from selected fractions of the population. Although these data were the result of both selection and confounding between sires and contemporary groups, they will be referred to simply as the confounded data sets.
Analysis of (Co)Variance Components
Genetic and residual correlations between simulated traits were estimated with an EM-algorithm extension of Jensen and Madsen's (1992) DMU package written by Esa Mä ntysari (personal communication). The linear multiple-trait sire model fitted to the data was
where cg ij is the fixed effect of contemporary group on individual records y ijklm , s ik:1 are random sire effects grouped within fixed generation group g ik , and e ijklm are random residual effects associated with individual records y ijklm for all three traits. The generation group was included to help account for sire genetic trend. The model assumes that sires are unrelated to each other and to the residual effects. Genetic covariance for traits i and j ( s aij ) was calculated as 4·s sij , and the environmental covariance between traits i and j was calculated as s eij − 3·s sij . The linear multiple-trait animal model,
was also fitted, where cg ij are the fixed effects of contemporary group on individual records y ijk , a ij:k are the random effects of individual animals within cg ij fixed contemporary groups, and e ijk are random residual effects associated with individual records y ijk . Genetic covariance between traits i and j was calculated as As aij , where A is the additive relationship matrix between animals, and the environmental covariance between traits i and j was taken to be their residual covariance ( s eij ) .
Animal and sire models were applied to two sets of three traits. The first set of three traits included continuous Trait 1 and the underlying continuous values for Traits 2 and 3. The second set of traits included continuous Trait 1 and categorical Traits 2 and 3 as measured on the visible scale. Environmental correlations between Traits 2 and 3 estimated on the visible scale were transformed to the underlying scale by the following correction factor from Gianola (1982): = r e23 underlying
and environmental correlations between Traits 1 and 2, and between Traits 1 and 3, were transformed by correction factor from the same paper: = r elj underlying
Here, p i ( p j ) is the overall incidence of trait i ( j) in each replicate and f i ( f j ) is the ordinate of the standard normal threshold for trait i( j) . Estimates of genetic and environmental correlation were averaged 
where bias is defined as above and n is the number of replicates (30). Then, for each data set the efficiency of a correlation estimated on the visible scale as compared with the same estimate on the underlying scale was defined as in Wonnacott and Wonnacott (1990) :
This was done separately for sire and animal models. The efficiency of sire models as compared with animal models for estimating correlations on the visible scale was evaluated similarly where the MSE of the appropriate animal model estimate was in the numerator and the MSE of the corresponding sire model estimate in the denominator.
Results
Underlying Scale
Sire Model. As seen in Table 1 , sire model estimates of genetic correlation on the underlying scale were largely unbiased for unselected and selected data. Only trivial bias was seen for environmental correlation estimates in the same data. Genetic correlation estimates from confounded data were substantially biased downward (between −.12 and −.29), and environmental correlation estimates were slightly biased upward (between .004 and .013). Table 1 also shows that there was little difference in precision between correlations estimated in the unselected and the selected data. The SD for these estimates were between .15 and .21, and those for confounded data were approximately twice as much. Similar results were seen for environmental correlation estimates, where SD was between .01 and .04 for unselected and selected data and approximately double for confounded data. Estimates of r g12 tended to have lower SD than estimates of r g13 and r g23 in the same data set, whereas SD for estimates of r e23 was lower than for other estimates of environmental correlation.
Animal Model. Table 2 shows that animal model estimates of r g12 on the underlying scale from all types of data and estimates of r g13 from unselected data were without appreciable bias. Bias for r g13 estimated from selected and confounded data was between −.02 and −.04, with the higher values for confounded data. All estimates of r g23 were biased downward, between −.01 for unselected data with a positive r e23 and −.10 for confounded data with a negative r e23 . Bias was trivial for environmental correlation estimates. Table 2 contains SD for genetic correlations estimated on the underlying scale with an animal model, which were between .08 and .18. They increased slightly with selection and increased again with the additional burden of confounding. Standard deviation for estimates of residual correlations in the same table was between .01 and .02. Selection for confounding had little impact on the precision of environmental correlations.
Visible Scale
Sire Model. All genetic correlations estimated on the visible scale with a sire model were biased downward to some extent as shown in Table 3 . Bias was limited for estimates of r g12 , except for estimates from the confounded data sets, in which bias was greater than −.14. All estimates of r g13 and r g23 were substantially biased downward. Bias was least for estimates from unselected data (< |−.13|)and highest for estimates made from confounded data (> |−.22|). Estimates of r e12 were unbiased in all data sets, and also r e13 estimated from unselected data. Otherwise, estimation of the latter parameter, r e13 , in selected and confounded data sets was biased upward between .00 and .03. All estimates of r e23 were biased upward as well, between .01 and .05-the larger bias unaccountably coming from the unselected data. Confounding in the data increased bias for sire model correlation estimates between Traits 1 and 2 and between Traits 1 and 3, but not between Traits 2 and 3. Bias for correlation estimates between the two categorical traits was already so large in the unselected data that selection and confounding did not make much difference.
As found in Table 3 , SD for genetic correlation estimated with the sire model on the visible scale were in the range .19 to .31, with slightly higher estimates from selected and confounded data. Variation was greater for r g13 estimates than for r g12 estimates, and r g23 estimates were even more variable than r g13 estimates. Standard deviations for environmental correlations for unselected and selected data were between .03 and .05. All SD for correlations estimated from confounded data were approximately twice as large as the corresponding correlations estimated from selected data, between .40 and .50 for genetic correlation estimates and .07 to .09 for environmental correlations.
Animal Model. Selection and confounding had little influence on bias for correlation estimates from an animal model, as seen in Table 4 . Bias for genetic correlation estimates was mostly negative, between .01 and −.05 for r g12 and r g13 . Estimates of r g23 were even more negatively biased, and were between −.10 and −.16. A similar pattern was seen for environmental correlation estimates, with only trivial bias for r e12 and r e13 , whereas r e23 estimates were substantially biased upward. Bias for estimates of r e23 made in selected and confounded data were between .02 and .03, and the estimates from unselected data were between .04 and .05. This was analogous to the results for bias with the sire model found in Table 3 .
Variation for genetic correlation estimates tended to increase with selection and confounding when r e23 was positive and to decrease variation slightly with selection when r e23 was negative, as shown in Table 4 . Standard deviation for genetic correlation estimates with an animal model were between .10 and .22. There was no discernible difference between unselected, selected, and confounded data sets for SD for environmental correlation estimates, which were between .02 and .04. Standard deviation for estimates of Figure 1 . When the data were neither selected nor confounded, genetic correlation was estimated to be approximately 60% as efficient on the visible scale as on the underlying scale; when "true" r e23 was negative, genetic correlation estimation was slightly more efficient. Selection on data when r e23 was positive decreased efficiency so that "quasi-REML" estimates of r g13 and r g23 were only 30% as efficient as REML estimates on the underlying scale. When r e23 was negative, the effects of selection were similar but not as large. The presence of confounding in the data increased the MSE for genetic correlation estimates on the underlying scale substantially, so much so that the comparative efficiencies of all the "quasi-REML" estimates were more similar to the REML estimates on the underlying scale. Estimates of genetic correlation from confounded data when r e23 was negative were relatively more efficient than when r e23 was positive. 
Animal Model. The efficiency of estimating genetic
correlations with an animal model on the visible scale relative to the same animal model estimates on the underlying scale is illustrated in Figure 2 . The relative efficiency for estimates of r g12 and r g13 in unselected data was between 40 and 55%. "Quasi-REML" efficiency for estimates of r g23 in unselected data was even lower (20%). Both selection and confounding noticeably increased MSE for animal model estimates of genetic correlation on the underlying scale and, by that, made the "quasi-REML" a comparatively more efficient estimator than it was in unselected data. This is especially noticeable for r g13 and r g23 , where there was no difference in efficiency between estimates on the visible and underlying scales when the "true" r e23 was negative.
Sire Model vs Animal Model. Relative efficiencies
for genetic correlations estimated on the visible scale with a sire model as compared with the same correlations estimated on the visible scale with an animal model are shown in Figure 3 . Relative efficiency for all sire model estimates was at best 52%. The effects of selection in the data tended to decrease relative efficiency for estimates of r g13 and r g23 to around 20%, and confounding lowered relative efficiency still further.
Discussion
Most disease and reproduction traits are recorded as categorical variables with a few response classes, often only coded as "0" (healthy) and "1" (affected). Even if they can be coded into several classes of response, the distribution of categorical observations on animal health and reproduction seldom approaches normality. The threshold model (Dempster and Lerner, 1950) assumes that there are normally distributed variables that operate on a continuous scale behind the visible categorical phenotypes. Methods based on marginal maximum likelihood ( MML) (Foulley et al., 1987; Simianer and Schaeffer, 1989; Mä ntysaari et al., 1991b; Janss and Foulley, 1993) and Markov Chain Monte Carlo (Jensen, 1994) have been developed to estimate variances and covariances on that underlying scale with multipletrait sire models. These are technically and computationally demanding, however, and often the categorical nature of the data is ignored in favor of one of the readily available multiple-trait REML software packages. This approach violates critical assumptions behind linear model-based methods of variance component estimation such as REML (Gianola, 1982) . Theoretically, "quasi-REML" genetic correlations estimated with linear models on the visible scale should be unbiased, but random environmental correlations are biased downward and should be corrected for incidences (Vinson et al., 1976; Gianola, 1982) .
Contrary to theory, most of our linear "quasi-REML" estimates of genetic correlation involving categorical data were biased downward to some extent. Linear model estimates of genetic correlation on the visible scale when one or both of the traits are categorical have been generally concluded to be satisfactory in the simple simulation studies found in the literature. Nevertheless, closer examination reveals a reasonable agreement with our results for sire model estimates in unselected data. Downward bias of 24% for our sire model estimates of r g13 is confirmed by reports of downward biases of up to 25% (Olausson & Rönningen, 1975) and 13% (Meyer and Thompson, 1984) for sire model "quasi-REML" estimates of genetic correlation between comparable continuous and categorical traits. Vinson et al. (1976) and Mä ntysaari et al. (1991b) found sire model estimates of correlation between two categorical traits biased downward by 18% and between 21 and 15%, respectively. Our sire model estimates of r g23 on the visible scale were biased downward by 23%. Van Vleck and Gregory (1992) described negative biases of 46 and 28% when they used an animal model to estimate genetic correlations between two binomial traits. Their data simulation did not include selection or systematic environmental effects. This is similar to the downward bias of 31% for the corresponding animal model estimates of r g23 on the visible scale in this study.
In the present study, the sire and animal model "quasi-REML" estimates of r e23 from unselected data were found biased upward by approximately 20%. A similar, although lower bias (+10%), persisted for r e23 in selected and confounded data. Otherwise, we can conclude that environmental correlations between a continuous and a categorical trait are reasonably well estimated with "quasi-REML" and appropriate corrections. In the only literature report that specifically mentions environmental correlations involving categorical traits, Mä ntysaari et al. (1991b) found corrected sire model estimates of environmental correlation between two categorical traits to be severely biased upward (>18%) at incidence rates lower than 25%.
Many observations are necessary for efficient covariance component estimation. Data sets of the necessary size are usually only collected in field recording programs but are difficult to analyze for several reasons. Among these are the effects of selection and confounding between sires and management groups. The amount of selection simulated in this study did not produce any large, unambiguous increases in the bias and SD for genetic correlation estimates on the underlying scale, and environmental correlation estimates did not seem to be affected at all. Otherwise, the simulated confounding between sires and management groups unmistakably increased the bias for genetic correlation estimates and increased SD for all correlation estimates made on the underlying scale. The present study goes further than previous studies to show how selection and confounding in the data inflate the inherent negative bias in sire model "quasi-REML" estimates of genetic correlation involving at least one categorical trait. This does not agree with Mao (1976) , who saw tendencies toward overestimation of genetic correlations involving categorical traits. The data in that study came from field data sets that were probably subjected to selection but also edited to increase connectedness between sires and herds. Selection and confounding did not affect bias for animal model "quasi-REML" genetic correlation estimates as much as the corresponding sire model estimates but did cause similar increases in SD for animal model genetic correlation estimates. Singletrait selection is known to lower genetic correlations between the selected trait and correlated traits (Villanueva and Kennedy, 1990; Strandén et al., 1993) and bias estimates of genetic correlation (Meyer and Thompson, 1984) . Confounding between animals and management groups produces a collection of disconnected genetic subgroups instead of one cohesive data set. If the average genetic merit of animals differs too much between management groups, estimates of genetic variance are susceptible to the effects of drift and random sampling (Díaz et al., 1995) . Admittedly, the simulated data sets with confounding between 75% of the sires and contemporary groups were not ideal for variance component estimation, let alone variance components for categorical traits. Nevertheless, there is still a need to analyze field data for swine, sheep, and beef populations where a combination of small herd sizes and the use of natural mating is most herds can very well lead to data situations that approach this.
Standard deviation and bias for animal model r g23 estimates on the visible scale were noticeably higher when "true" r e23 was positive than when "true" r e23 was negative. Otherwise, the corresponding sire model estimates on the visible scale were not as sensitive to the "true" (co)variance structure. Often environmental correlations are assumed to be of the same sign as their companion genetic correlations. Johansson (1987) demonstrated how the efficiency of genetic (co)variance parameter estimation in an analysis of two traits is proportional to the product of the absolute value of the difference between the two heritabilities and the absolute value of the difference between the genetic and the environmental correlation. Neverthe-less, the impact of these differences was not large enough to have any major practical consequences for genetic correlation estimation between continuous traits, and, in this study, was probably too small to be detected among the correlation estimates on the underlying scale, given the number of replicates. Schaeffer (1984) pointed out how multiple trait breeding value estimation with the animal model depends more on genetic and environmental correlations than does the sire model. Bradford (1972) mentioned the possibility of negative environmental correlations between sheep litter sizes in different parities even though the genetic correlations are expected to be positive and high. Conceivably, this could affect other sequentially recorded reproduction traits. The demands of an earlier "successful" reproductive event would tax the animal enough to work against success in a following reproductive event. Our conclusion is that, when genetic correlations between two categorical traits are estimated on the visible scale with a "quasi-REML" animal model, the influence of the absolute value of the difference between the "true" genetic and the "true" environmental correlation is much larger than for corresponding estimates on the underlying scale. It is a reasonable assumption that other factors with similar small negative effects on (co)variance component estimation in continuous data will also have an inflated influence on "quasi-REML" (co)variance estimates.
Estimating genetic (co)variance components for categorical traits directly on the underlying scale is a luxury restricted to simulation studies alone. Values on the underlying scale can be said to represent the physiological basis for the observed categorical trait. Results in Figures 1 and 2 show, for the unselected and the selected field data, how much more inefficient correlation estimation becomes when traits are only measurable on the visible scale. The threshold model is an approximation of analysis directly on the underlying scale that is theoretically more appealing than "quasi-linear" methods. Unfortunately, threshold sire models have been shown to give biased genetic parameter estimates when applied to data structures for which the average number of observations in herdyear-season classes is small (Simianer and Schaeffer, 1989; Hoeschele and Tier, 1995; Moreno et al., 1997) . Heritability estimates from animal threshold models have been published (Matos et al., 1997; Altarriba et al., 1998) , but they are based on analysis of data with more than one observation per animal and, therefore, can take advantage of repeatability models. When there is only one observation per animal, the threshold animal model usually does not converge at all, and, when it did, it was inferior to the sire threshold model (Hoeschele and Tier, 1995) . Consequently, the underlying assumption of the repeatability model, that observations on the same trait at different times have a genetic correlation of unity, is going to be difficult to establish for categorical traits using an animal threshold model. The method of iterative bootstrap bias correction (Kuk, 1995) has been used to obtain unbiased genetic parameter estimates from a univariate threshold sire model (Moreno et al., 1997) . It should be possible to apply this method to get unbiased correlation estimates from multitrait threshold models.
Results from Figure 3 show that if the choice of a genetic correlation estimator, despite everything else, still falls on "quasi-REML"; for the population structures simulated here, the animal model is far more efficient than the sire model. The animal model uses all available relationships to squeeze information out of the data, and the sire model is an approximation that concentrates on the paternal half-sib groups. How well this approximation works depends on the data. Details of the simulated selection procedures (individual phenotype selection on both sexes) and the use of sires (extensive exchange of breeding sires between herds with most sires having offspring in only one contemporary group) and dams (no exchange of replacement females between herds) make these results more applicable to population structures typical for beef cattle, swine, and sheep. Differences between sire and animal models, nevertheless, might not be as large when applied to dairy cattle data, because traits are only recorded for females and most selection pressure is on progeny-tested males. Conversely, it is not surprising that the sire model estimates were so biased in this study, especially for the confounded data in which 75% of the data did not contribute information under a sire model. We included genetic group effects in our sire models in order to account for the effects of selection, but we did not use a relationship matrix to account for the fact that the sires become more related over time. In retrospect, maybe this should have done, because it is standard practice for genetic evaluation with the sire model. Nevertheless, it is doubtful whether this would have made a significant difference. A relationship matrix that is complete back to an unselected base population can account correctly for loss of genetic variance due to drift (Sorensen and Kennedy, 1984) . All estimates of genetic variance obtained from the sire model, even those done with a relationship matrix, are expected to be biased downward because a relationship matrix for the sire model only uses relationships among males that become sires and ignores all of the relationships accumulating on the dam side of the pedigree. Furthermore, use of the relationship matrix made only a marginal difference for estimates of sire variance and heritability obtained from a sire model (Van Vleck and Hudson, 1982) .
Implications
Even though the literature indicates that genetic and environmental parameters involving categorical traits can be estimated successfully with statistical methods developed for continuous data, the linear "quasi-REML" method should not be used indiscriminately to estimate correlations from field data. The choice of sire models over animal models, selection, confounding between genetic effects and fixed effects in the data, and the sign of the environmental correlation have substantial, mostly detrimental, effects on the estimation of genetic correlation. Small problems for variance component estimation with continuous data are exaggerated when the data consist of discrete binary observations. Also, we believe that many literature reports of genetic correlation involving categorical health and reproduction traits might be underestimates due to the use of linear sire models. Details related to the population structure and (co)variance structure will determine the extent of the problem in each specific case.
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